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theatrical

performances we are overtaken by
a directionality akin to music and
that

intentionally

steps

on

thresholds between visual or fine art
and the performing arts. Through
the play on language and lyrics, and
conflating nonfiction and fantasy or
what she calls “blurring the line
between the real and the virtual,”
her works reference and poke fun at
contemporary

art,

politics

and

culture, and both music and art
history. As ValcarcelSaez navigates
the room, she individually serenades
members of the audience singing
collated verses from various operas
and in different languages thus
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language and lyrics and bringing the
focus to the transmission of sound,
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Simultaneously, one spontaneously
becomes a participant of her work
(whether voluntarily or involuntarily)
and is confronted with the role of
being either an active or passive
participant. This power play, central
to

ValcarcelSaez’s

oeuvre

and

similarly found in desire itself, is
what gives way to her dissent,
becoming

author

and

authority,

even if only in these temporary
roles as performer and/or director.
By
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works
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(Here) aims to pave a way for
selfdirecting new possibilities and
layering of meaning, by enabling
each work to be experienced both
individually and in relation to each
other. In addition, Project Your
Desire (Here) is an invitation to
encounter a reversing of roles: to be
audience and performer; to connect
and deflect; and to project and be
projected on.
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